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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Conditions over the Gulf should be fairly benign today and tomorrow, with high pressure in control. High pressure over the central 
US is keeping northeasterly winds over the Gulf this morning, generally at moderate speeds in the west and fresh to strong speeds 
to the east. Seas are generally moderate. The high should move slowly across the Mississippi River today, and as it does so, wind 
directions will veer, with southeasterly winds returning in the west, and E-NE winds in central and eastern sections. The high will 
continue eastward,and on Thursday, will be moving off the east coast of the US.  This will put S-SE winds in most sections, with fresh 
to strong speeds developing in the west later on Thursday and moderate speeds predominating elsewhere. Seas will stay moderate, 
and precipitation chances are slight.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

A low pressure system forming over the Plains Friday and Saturday will push a cold front toward the coast, but it may not even 
reach the coast. The high should remain in control into early next week.  Early Monday, however, a strong high will move south 
across the Plains and push the cold front offshore.  The front is not expected to move far, or cause significant wind shifts, however, 
it will shift winds to a northeasterly direction at locations near the coasts that it passes. The front should dissipate quickly, and, with 
the new high moving east, S-SE winds at moderate to fresh speeds will once again be found across the Gulf. A deep low forming in
the Plains on Tuesday will increase wind speeds in the west to strong.  Seas should stay at moderate levels through the period, with 
the highest chances for precipitation along and near the frontal boundaries. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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